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, e ersia Gull War: 
Reactions One Year Later 
Mark Piihcik 
Archway Staff Writer 
"Baghdad, Iraq, Aogust2. 1991 - Today one year 
after the haqi invasion of Kuwait and two months 
since allied forces defeated Saddam Hussein's army 
and liberated Kuwait, Hussein was the object of 
support of nearly 500,000 Arabs down the streets of 
Iraq's capital Hussein, who suffered one of the most 
devastating defeats in military history at the hands of 
the multinational forces involved in Operation Desert 
Slonn, bas been welcomed in the Arab world as a 
bero ... " 
- ExceIpled from Could Saddom Become an Arab 
Hero, published in The Archway January 24, 1991, 
eight days after the United Stares-led allied. fotces 
began bombing Baghdad. 
Fifty-lhreeweeksagotoday,OperationDesertStonn 
was launched and the Middle Eastern world was 
ine"Xomblychanged. ThealliedforcesdefeatedSaddam 
Hussein and his highly vaunted republican guards in 
a mere 100 days. However, questions still remain 
about the war. Was the war ended too soon? W3S 
Saddarn Hussem's noclearcapability, a main target in 
the war, destroyed? Speculation has been that not only 
h .' have pabUi y 0 uil nuclear 
w • pons. but he In fact is in posses ion of an atomic 
bomb sinula.r 10 th one dropped on Nagasa.ki at th 
end of World War n. 
Dr. Anwar Ahady ,a professor of political science at 
Providence College. thinks the problem of nuclear 
weapons in Iraq is over exaggerated. "U he [Hussein) 
bad nuclear capabiJity he would be no more likely to 
use it than the Chinese." Ahady commented he doubts 
Hussein would use nuclear capability against Arab 
neighbors, but wouldn't rule out it could be used to 
influence Israel to leave the occupied territories. 
Ahady continued by saying the u.s. concern over 
nuclear capability is illogical. "If the United States 
were to fonow this to its logical conclusion, they 
would invade Pakistan and destroy their nuclear fa-
cilities, [and do the same to] lheChinese, Ind.ia.Korea 
and Brazil" 
How long can Hussein stay in power in Iraq? The 
hoped for rebellion by the people oflraQ. Dever male-
rialized; the Kurdish rebels were cmshed with what 
remained of the Iraqi army; and there are allegations 
that Hussein bas had thousands of officers in his army 
killed for fear that they would lead a rebellion against 
him. On January 16. one week ago, more than a 
million Iraqis turned out to mark the beginning of the 
war that some say bombed the country back to the pre-
Industrial era. 
Professor Andrew C. Heff ofTufis University thinks 
whether Hussein can keep his army together will 
determine if he will remain in power. "His staying in 
power is dependant on keeping his army and what 
remains of the Baath party • as well as if the opposition 
can organize and the foreign powers within Iraq can 
accomplish their objectives." 
Ahady said Hussein has been able to stay in power 
for SO long because he has been very effective at 
suppressing his opposition. He also noted removing 
Hussein from power could require foreign support, 
support which might not be there. he says. "IfSaddam 
were removed from power, it might be something that 
would not be beneficial for the area. Iraq could disin-
tegrate; the Kurds would have their state, which 
would nol please the Turks; if the [radical] shiites 
were to gain power then the majority of Arabs would 
nol be happy." 
The question of Kurdish independence, says Heff. 
is one of the biggest problems that Hussein has 
inherited as a result of the war. 'The northern third [of 
Iraq] is composed of Kurd ... that are dominated by 
the S uunis. The problem is furtller complicated by the 
fact t.baL there are three K1lItIWt factions , and if there 
Bryant Students join In the "Yellow Ribbon" 
tradition during the Gulf War. 
were to be a Kurdish state. we would see a major 
migration and arguments over the borders of the Lbree 
states." 
There is also a question of whether the United StateS 
public wac; presented with a false picture of the war in 
order 10 garnersuppon. Television news shows "20(20" 
and "60 Minutes" have both bad pieces about the 
"incubator alrocities," one of the major arguments cited 
by President Busb and six members of Congress while 
debate over whether to go to war was raging last 
January. Ac.cording to the story. Iraqi soldiers removed 
babjes from their incubators in bospitals and took the 
incubatolS away. Questions over the legitimacy of the 
story were raised when it was discovered that the star 
winless in the hearings on Iraqi aU'OCities was the 
daugbter of the Kuwaiti ambassador to the U.N. 
The reports on the two networks included interviews 
with nurses a1 several hospitals in Kuwait who said, yes. 
there werealrOCities committed by Iraqi soldiers against 
Kuwaiti citizens. but the incubator story is untrue. 
Bringing the story into funber question is the fact that 
the public relations fIrm Hill and Knowlton was hired 
by a group called Citizens for a Free Kuwait to drum up 
support for the war in the United States. Hill and 
Knowlton were paid $12 million by the group. Donor 
listings show individual donations ranging from $1.50 
up to $100 from -people in various parts of the United 
States; however the majority of the funds, more than 
$11.8 million, was donated by the State of Kuwait. 
And what about the question of a Palestinian state? 
Peace talks between the Palestinians and Israelis have 
so far produced no substantial progress on the question. 
There is little doubt the war influenced the tal1cs signifi-
cantl y • but will the question ever be resolved? Ahady is 
pessimistic tbat a solution will be forthcoming quickly. 
'There is Ii ttle indication the Israelis are likely to move" 
forward on the issue of an independent Palestinian state. 
He feels the chances of a Palestinian state would in-
crease dramatically if the liberals were to come into 
power in Israel. 
Hef( is a little more ptimistic of the chances for 
middle east peace. 'The majority of Israelis want to 
have a settlement with the Palestinians." he said. He 
also noled many of the Palestinians Israel is dealing 
Gull Wor, conttocMd. ~ J 
Lisa Lucchesi 
Archway SlajfWriter 
Alan G. Hassenfeld, the head of 
Hasbro, America's largest toy com-
pany has been named to the board 
of truslees of Bryam College. As a 
successful local businessman with 
a Fortune 500 background. 
Hassenfeld will promote new in-
sights during his three-year teon. 
which will help the college better 
deal with the many diverse con-
cerns the board handles. 
Hassenfeld has headed Hasbro 
since mid-1989 after servmg as the 
toy manufacwrer' s presidemforfive 
years. Hasbro has been the number 
one lOy manufacturer since prob-
ably the early 1980'sandhasmanu-
factured the many basic staples of 
the toy jndustry which mcludes ev-
erything from board games to GJ. 
Joe. 
He bas also served as executl e 
vIce-pre iden vIce- re5ld nt of 
markelUlgand sales. vice-president 
Dec r 
Angelo Corradino 
and Michael 1. Boyd 
Archway Slaff Writers 
Bryant alumni and soccer All-
American Silv rio Araujo died two 
weeks ago in Portugal. 
Araujo, more commonly known 
as "S.A," died in his sleep on Satur-
day. January 11 from causes yet 
unknown. 
The All-American forward at-
tended Bryan! from 
1985 to 1989 and 
was one of llIe most 
popular campus 
athletes. In both 
1988 and 1989, he 
was named to the 
AlI-American,All-
Conference. and 
All-New England 
fustteams. 
"I don' t think I 
have the most tal-
ent on the team." 
said Araujo after 
receiving All-
American honors in 
1988. "I think: the 
work I put into the 
game makes up or 
the talent I lack." 
Araujo still holds 
several Bryant soc-
of international operations, and as-
si. UlIlt to the president since 1970. 
In his own personal attempts to 
clean up governmental ethics prob-
lems. Hassenfeld has most recently 
founded and serves on the chair of 
Right Nowl , which affiliates busi-
ness, community and religious lead-
ers who are also seeking major po-
litical and ethical reforms in Rhode 
Island. 
Some of his other community 
activities include hi involvement 
in the Jewish Federation ofRf, the 
Jewish Community Center. the 
National Conference of Christians 
and Jews, the RI Commodores, 
Miriam Hospital, and the RI Hous-
ing Partnership. He Ius also been a 
long-ume leader of the Toy Manu-
facturers of America. 
llassenfeld graduated from the 
University ofPcnnsylvania m 1970 
afLer auending Deerfield Academy 
and Moses Bro YO School. Hru bro 
I located in PaWIUC I -
land. 
• I 
Cox. also of the class of 1989. 
Araujo then tOOk the position as 
assistant soccer coach at Bryant 
Colloge. He was forced to quit just 
one year later, when the ream • s prac-
tice sessions conflicted with his 
regular job. 
S.A., who hailed from Norwood. 
Massachusetts, died whit visiting 
his sick grandmother in Portugal. 
Autopsy results have proven incon-
clusive to date. 
cer scoringrecords.I,...:~_"'.M"'."' 
His marks of three 
goals in one game 
and seven points in 
one game still.III~"'MM~~~iliH.~~~P 
stand. 
Upon graduation 
from Bryant be AJI-Amerlcan Silverio Araujo '8910 his glory 
married Lorranie. on the Bryant soccer team. 
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Thank You For Nol New Siewardship and 
Smoking Admi ion Coord-nalor Named 
"Smoking tobacco in any fonn is a public nuisance and 
dangerous to public health and shall not be pennitted in any 
of the followi ng places used by or open to the 
public: . .. colleges ... " 
So states Rhode Island public law 23-20.6.2. 
According to the Bryant College Policy on Smoking, the 
school's policy since 1986 has been to prohibit smoking in 
some areas. However, upon review'ng that policy, members 
of the President's Cabinet and members of the Committee on 
College Smoking Policy "recognized the ambiguities inher-
ent in prohibiting smoking in certain area w hile allowing 
smoking in others, and also noted that the policy was not in 
compliance with the recent change in Rhode Island laws," 
Last May, the Environmental Protection Agency declared 
that secondhand smoke is a "Group A" carcinogen-in the 
same league as asbestos, which caused much alann in the 
1980' s. According to various reports, there is solid evidence 
that secondhand smoke is a killer, which results in 53,000 
preventable deaths every year. As the state legislators and 
college administrators have obviously realized, that's 53,000 
too many. 
As most of you are probably aware, the college is sporting 
a multitude of NO-SMOKING signs. It is in everyone's best 
interest to obey them and see to it that they are properly 
enforced, So many people would rather let a smoker infringe 
on their rights than speak up. 
There's a common argument on the part of smokers "It's 
my right to smoke!" But it' s not their right to make everyone 
else smoke. From their point of view, the new policy may 
seem unfair. But to many, non-smokers, especially, it is 
unfair to breathe the smoke of others. For allergy or asthma 
sufferers, the discomfort goes beyond plain annoyance. It 
becomes a battle between breathing and suffocating which 
becomes harder to fight in Bryant's small halls. 
Hopefully, the new anti-smoking campaign will help smok-
ers to see that smoking is their right, but only as long as it does 
not infringe on others' rights-the rights of 53,000 people to 
not die from second hand smoke. The right of the Bryant 
community to unction in a smoke-free environment. 
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Archway Staff Writer 
Eileen R. Chekal serves a two-fold purpose as a 
stewardship manager and volunt.eer coord inator at 
Bryant As a stewardship manager, Chekal is respon-
sible for preparing reports for donors of funds and does 
a large amount of research and writing. Sh also coor-
dinat.es a network of alumni volunteers to help the 
development office. 
Chekal moved to Bryant from Brown University on 
November 1, 1991 , where sheserved asassislantdirec-
tor for donor relations, donor relations offie r, nd an 
executive assistant over the last 11 years. She has also 
worked as a high school English teacher in Rhode 
Island and Michigan, as research assistant at Brown, 
and as assistant director of the nursing research depart-
mem at a hospital in Mi higan. 
CIl kal holds an M. . in English from the University 
of Michigan and a B.A. in EnglisJl and Education from 
Wayne State University. She has also studied in the 
management development program at Brown and at 
the management institute in higher education at 
Wellesley College. 
Chekal works directly with the AdrDlssions and 
Alumni Relations Office in supplementing admission 
workers with alumni who have graduated from Bryant 
ten years ago or less and who served as student leaders. 
These students were select.ed because they have an 
accurat.e picture of what Bryant is about based on their 
past participation stud~nt activiti s. 
These alumni are r ponsible for going to visit high 
school students in their area and informing them about 
Bryant, helping at college fairs, and attending recep-
tions, Their purpose is 10 keep the students who are 
interested in applying, or who have already applied, to 
Bryant informed. 
At the present time , Chekal and her secretary Carol 
Coronado are busy prepari ng a handbook for the al umni 
which will give lhem an accurate up-to-date account of 
what is going on at Bryant and whalit has (0 offer. It will 
include a calendar of events, a listing of extra-curricular 
activities, the urriculum, admission proc sses, and 
even a list of the most frequently asked questions by 
studen . 
Also it will describe the new Bachelor of Arts pro-
gram which will go into effect next September. The 
alumni will begin a training session at the beginning of 
reunion week, June 5-7 to gather information. 
Chekai says, "The whole goal of this alumni program 
is to personalize lhe relations of the Admissions Office 
with the new students." 
Bryanl Receives $200, 00 
Compuler Gra I 
Mark Plihcik 
Archway Staff Writer 
Bryant College has been awarded a $200,000 grant 
[0 help replace the College's academic minicomputer. 
The grant., given to the college by The Champlin 
Foundations of Pro vidence, will go toward the replace-
mentofthecomput.er system thal was installed in 1984. 
The new mini omputer will resuli in an increase in 
the volume and quality of fa ulty and studen t access 10 
centrai computing resources. 
Some of the opportunities the new system promises 
to include are an increased nurr'lber of classes that can 
use me centra) computer simultaneously: beller com-
munication networks and simplified acce s to t.he sys-
tern, meaning an increased number of students will be 
able to use more facilities for a longer period of time. 
There will also be more opportunities for active, elf-
directed learning. Another asset the system will provide 
will be the use of new instructional software lhat can ' t 
be run on the current minicomputer will now be utiJ izcd. 
Th1 is the eighth gram given to Bryant from The 
Champlin Foundations since 1984, umulatively total-
ling $975,000. 
Champlin is one of the large 1 provid rs of privaLe 
charitable funds in Ne England. They have provided 
upport for a number of Bryant's t.echnology updates 
through Iht: years including lhe language/learning labo-
ratory, the mobile minicomput.er training van and the 
Koffler Cenler. 
Archway Edict: 
1. Archway writers' meetings take 
place at 7:30 pm on Mondays in The 
Archway office. All are welcome to 
attend. 
2. Editorial board meetings are 
held on Thursday nights at 6 :00 in 
the Brya'1t Center's South Meeting 
Room. 
3, Ali submissions must be re-
ceived by 4:00 p.m. on the Tuesday 
before publication. Copy received af-
ter this mayor may not be printed, 
depending on space limitations. Arch-
way Office Hours are 2:00 - 4:00 
p.m., Mondays and Tuesdays. 
4. All written material ITl.\JSt.be saved 
on a 3.5" disk in an acceptable format 
and include the writer's name and 
telephone number. Contact The Arch-
way office for compatible formals. 
The Archway is not responsible for 
submitted disks left at The Archway. 
5. Advertisements are due no later 
than midnight on the Monday before 
publication. Rate sheets can be ob-
tained by calling The Archway Ad 
Department at 232-6028. 
6. Letters to the Editor ITl.\JSt. be 
signed and include the writer's tele-
phone number, Names may be with-
held upon request. 
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Urgo Teaching in Spain -Iness Injury reven ion: 
Julia Arouchon 
Archway Stajfwriter 
Dr. Joseph Urgo, a Humanities 
and English professor, is spending 
this semester reaching in Spain as a 
Fulbright scholar. Urgo is the sec-
ond Bryant professor 10 receive a 
Fulbright since 1989. 
Urgo will be teaching American 
literature and culture at the Univer-
sity of Oviedo and the Universi ty of 
Leon. In addition, he will lecture on 
his two books at a number of other 
universities throughout Spain. 
His second book, published this 
fall is titled "Novel Frames: Litera-
ture as Guide to Race, Sex & His-
tory in American Culture". His frrst 
book, published in 1989, was titled 
"Faulkner's Apocrypha: A Fable, 
Snopes, and the Spirit of Human 
Rebellion" analyzed the work of 
American author William Faulkner. 
According 10 Urgo, there is a 
great deal of interest in Americans 
and American society and culture 
in Spain right DOW. otonly isilthe 
fi vehundreth anniversaryof CoIum-
bu ' trip 10 the Dew world but, the 
summer Olympics are in Barcelona 
and the World's Fair in Seville. 
Urgo, an associate professor of 
the English department, holds Ph.D. 
and M.A. degrees in American 
cicil ization from Brown University. 
a master's in American studies from 
Wesleyan University,and aBA in 
political science from Haverford 
College. He came to Bryant from 
Vanderbil t University, where be 
held a fellowship in American stud-
ies and taught English. Urgo, who 
has also Iaught at Brown and Syra-
cuse University, will be returning 
to Bryant ill the fal l. 
Gulf War, continued from page 1 
with don' t seem to be fdllowing the 
leadership of the radical leader, 
Yassar Arafat. increasing the 
chances for a peaceful agreemenL 
There has ~n a lot written and 
said in the past twelve months about 
the soldiers who have returned from 
the war to find themselves faced 
with incredible changes oockhome. 
New families, lost jobs, and new 
opportunities have had to be dealt 
with by hundreds of thousand re-
turning Desen Storm vets. Paul 
Rainville, Shane Ring, Richard 
Gedeon, Ronald C1outier, and Ed-
ward Noel, all veterans of the war, 
are worlcii1g toward lheirdegrees at 
Bryant thanks to the Yellow Ribbon 
scholarships. Bryant was among the 
first colleges in the country to offer 
scholarship to Gulf War veterans. 
The scholarships provide full tu-
ition for four years 10 the recipients. 
Ring, whose wife Paulette is a 
senior at Bryant, did not expect 10 
re-enroll in college until after his 
wife had graduated. The holar-
ship allowed him to return to school 
and complete his education. 
Five full tuition fellowships in 
Bryant's MBA and master's in taxa-
tion programs were also offered, 
with three students enrolling this 
semester. 
During the war, students showed 
their support with displays of pa-
triolism in suite windows and by 
hanging yellow ribbons from trees 
across campus. Discussions about 
the war soon developed into heated 
debates over whether the United 
Stales should have gouen involved 
in lIle region. 
Bryant alum Linda Ysewyn '84, 
a member of Wist Airborne serv-
ing in Saudi Arabia, regularly or-
responded with The Archway from 
her post in the kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia. She noted that although the 
troops in the Middle East prayed for 
peace, they trained for war. She also 
expressed "hope that our fellow 
Americans at home will not be sepa-
ra1ed in interest and divided in pur-
pose." 
W MF radio recorded gr gs 
from relatives of soldiers in the gulf 
and sent them to the Middle East. 
Students, faculty members, slaff, 
and local residents took advantage 
of the opportunity to express their 
support for the troops. 
In the year since the war began, 
much has happened to divert the 
attention of the world. The collapse 
of the Soviet Union, economic prob-
lems at home, and a Yugoslavian 
civil war have come to the forefront 
of world events. And al though the 
war has faded from the minds of the 
people of the world, it will not soon 
be forgotten by anyone. 
A SPECIAL 0 'ER 
FOR PEOPLE WHO 
GOT NO CLASS. 
$25 mid-week lift ticket. You don't have to attend an economics class to 
understand the value of a Mount Snow college pass. In fact, to best appre-
ciate our $25 college pass, you're better off having no class at all. This year, 
check out our 43 new Haystack runs. You'll find 127 trails in all, the most in 
the East. For conditions caI/802-464-2151. 
800-245-SNOI 
H 0 0 H [ ' L S E I 5 C LOS I . 
Otter good Monday through Frithy, non-IIolldJy. with , currenl college LO. 
Tips or Exercising Salely 
There's hardly an athlete allv -
"weekend," amateur, or profes-
sional-who hasn' t known the pain, 
disappointment, and frustration that 
can result from a fitness-related 
injury. While some accidents are 
beyond our control , the vast major-
ity of fitness injuries can be pre-
vented by following these guide-
lines for exercising safely. 
Warm Up/Cool Down 
The most important times for 
preventing fitness injuries occur 
while you' re not even engaged in 
your activi tyl The periods before 
and after exercise are critical times 
for preventing unnecessary pain 
and injury. By "warming up" for 5 
minutes prior to exercise with 
gentle activities like running in 
place, you can increase blood flow 
to inactive muscles, and gradually 
raise your heartrale to its target 
zone. Similarly, you can gradually 
lower your heartrate to its resting 
rate by sinlply walking for 5 min-
utes or so after exercise. 
Stretch 
Gentle static tret bing is actu-
compiled by 
Mark Gordon 
Students for a Safer Campus 
Vehicles Damaged 
Within the forty-eight hour 
period of December II and 12, 
six vehicles were vandalized and 
or broken into. The majority of 
damage consisted of the smash-
ing of windows and theft of de-
sirable automotive electronics 
and accessories. For example, 
compact disc players, radar de-
tectors, CD's and cassette tapes. 
However, the grille and head-
lights were removed from one 
vehicle. 
Harassing Phone CaJIs 
At approximately 7:30am of 
Dec...ember 17, a female student 
received a telephone call from a 
man claiming to be a private 
investigator. The voice informed 
the student that he had reason to 
believe she would be kidnapped, 
giving a full description of the 
supposed kidnapper. The voice 
also stated that the police had 
been notified and that she would 
be the third college girl to be 
abducted. He produced a pri vate 
investigator number and the 
phone number of his agency. The 
student notified Public Safety, 
who notified Smithfield Police 
Department. The call was be-
lieved to be a prank, though an 
investigation was begun. Eariy 
that afternoon the man called the 
student back and said it was a 
joke. 
Turfed Grass 
OnDecember 13,at 1:07am,a 
sludent informed the Public 
ally a part of the warm up/cool 
down process. Stretching before 
exercise limbers tight muscles and 
improves joint flexibiJity thereby 
reducing your risk of sprains and 
tears. concentrate on stretching out 
the Jegs, while swimmers will want 
to pay extra attention to upper body 
muscles. Static stretching for a few 
minutes after exercise is also rec-
ommended to prevent muscle sore-
ness. 
Use the Right Equipment 
Improper equipment-worn exer-
cise shoes, an ilI-fitting bicycle, etc .-
can cause more harm than is gener-
ally realized. Always check your 
equipment before and after your 
activity and be sure. to make re-
placements or repairs promptly. 
Your worn out running shoes may 
bring you "good luck," but they can 
also bring you an ankle or leg injury 
if they fail to support your foot 
properly. Even though cycling 
places less stress on bones and joints 
than other high-impact sports, an 
iU-fitting bicycle can lead 10 back 
and knee pain and/or injury. What-
-Public 
ever your activity ,be sure that your 
equipment is in lOp condition be-
fore risking your health and safety. 
Use Safety Devices 
Helmets, goggles, gloves, mitts, 
braces, guards, pads, even sun-
screen, are just a few of the numer-
ous safety "devices" available for 
today 's active person. Each activ-
ity carries its own risks, and which 
devices you use will depend on 
your particular activity. The point, 
however, is to use them. While 
some safety gear may feel awk-
ward of "look funny," keep in mind 
that these minor inconvenience ' 
are far outweighed by the risk re-
duction you'll enjoy. 
Use Common Sense 
The most important factor in fit-
ness injury prevention is ommon 
sense. Makesure your muscles are 
conditioned before engagingin vig-
orous activities and use the right 
equipmemand available safety de-
vices. Fitness should be fun . The 
best way to enjoy your activity and 
prevent wmecessary injuries is 10 
use your common sense. 
-Safety ----I 
- Bea 
SafelY Mobil Unitlhat a blue truck 
had jum ped over the speed bump in 
front of Hali 14. The officer con-
tinued in the direction he was 
headed, in an attempt to meet the 
vehicle. He noticed the vehicle 
parked in the C-3 lot with a large 
amount of mud on its ' tires. At thi 
time, the officer followed the tracks 
of mud from the vehicle to an area 
of turfed grass behind Ihe MAC. 
The officer continued to follow the 
trails leading out of thls area, fmd-
ing an even larger area damaged. 
Due to the lack of traffic at this 
time and the identical tire pattern, 
the officer was confident that all 
damage had been caused by the 
vehicle parked in the C-310t. Pub-
lic Safety approached tJle vehicle 
owner, asking if he had turfed the 
grass. The owneradmitted to turfmg 
the area behind Ihe MAC, but de-
nied causing any other damage. 
The cost to repair this damage is 
$80. 
Safety Tip of the Week: 
Public Safety welcomes every-
one back from winter break and 
would like to remind all drivers 
that we still have a few months of 
icy weather ahead. Below are some 
winter driving tips to follow. 
Check the life of your bauery 
and make sure it is fully charged. 
Make certain battery posts are clean 
and cable clamps are tight. Check 
all of your vehicle's lights for 
burned out bu lbs and shorted wires. 
Have a complete engine tune-up if 
you have not done so fPA:enUy. 
Check the brake fluid level in your 
vehicles master cylinder. Make sure 
your vehicle's lires have good tread 
on all four wheels. Snow tires are 
recommended. Remember, radial 
liresareonly for snow if they are 
marked "m&s" (mudandsnow). 
Check oolant sy tern for leaks, 
cracks and a sufficient amount 
of anti-freeze LO protect to -30 F. 
Replace windshield wipers if 
they leave streaks. Keep your 
vehicie's windshield washer res-
ervoir filled with antifreeze 
washer solvent Carry a winter 
driving kit in your vehi Ie con-
taining at least an ice scrapper, a 
snow brush, booster cables, ex-
tra clothing, warning devices, a 
flashlight, a cloth, a blanket, and 
a small bag of abrasive material 
(sand, salt, or kitty litter). Public 
Safety wishes everyone happy 
and safe motoring. 
Incidents and Frequency 
of Occurrence 
(Dec. 2, 1991-1an. 19, 1992) 
General 
Fire Alarms: 14 
Vandalism: 11 
Trespassing:7 
Theft: 6 
Alcohol Violations:2 
Confiscated Drl.Jg 
Pa.raphernalia:2 
Harassing Phone Calls:2 
Harassment: 1 
Breaking and Entering: 1 
Lost and Found: 1 
Motor Vehicles 
Vehicles Towed: 10 
Vandalism to Vehicles:9 
Vehid s Booted:6 
Theft from Vehicles:5 
Driving to Endanger:3 
Accidents: 3 
Vandalism from vehicles:2 
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Eggs Your 
Le t me begin by introducing 
myself to those of you who do not 
know me. My name is Cindy Gale, 
or, as I am affectionalely called by 
The Archway staff. "Scoop," thus 
giving me the name fbr this columo. 
I joined The Archway staff a year 
and a half ago, and I am the Manag-
ing Editor starting with this issue. 
This space was reserved for the 
last two years for a collDlln written 
by my predecessor, Mark Plihcik, 
entitled "Off The Cuff. " To many 
others on this campus, it was known 
as "Senseless Ba bble." As always 
Flick, no offense. But, I want to 
state right now, 1 intend to change 
that. 
See, this column (I hope!) will be 
for you-the readers. "The Rea l 
Scoop" will be my view, without 
editorializing of course, of things I 
feel are valid issues today. At times 
it may bore you, make you laugh, or 
may even offend you. But, as 
Kinsgley Amis once said, "If you 
can 'tannoy somebody, there 's little 
point in writing. II 
Since many things occur, that in 
reality shouldn 't, a different, light-
hearted side of the issue should be 
provided so peopJe can have some-
thing 10 laugh about There are is-
sues,like therecenUy implemented 
egg law in New Jersey, that are just 
ay? 
The Real Scoop 
Cindy Gale 
Archway Staff Writer 
too funny which all should be made 
aware of. 
For those of you who do not know 
what I'm referring to, let me en-
lighten you. New Jersey passed a 
state law, put into effect January 
13 th of this year, statiog restaurants 
are no longer allowed to serve eggs 
soft boiled, sunny side up or over 
easy because of the risk of salmo-
nella poisoning. 
There were reportedly over 6,000 
cases in the entire United States, 70 
of those in New Jersey. I do not see 
the s tate at great risk here. 
The states' reasoning is the bac-
teria for the disease isn 't destroyed 
unless the egg is heated to 140 de-
grees. But, when the egg is cooked 
in the previously mentioned ways, 
the temperature does not gel that 
high. 
How th.ey are going to enforce 
this law, I don't know. They can ' t 
even en for e the murder or parking 
laws there, let alone catch restau-
rants serving undercooked eggs to 
their customers. 
What are they going to do, set up 
undercover egg patrols to go in, 
order eggs sunny side up and if they 
are served, arrest the cook on the 
spot and charge him with serving an 
egg not heated to 140 degrees? 
I see the reasoning for the law to 
a point But, if people want to take 
the chance, I say let them. Consum-
ers take a chance almost every time 
they eat. 
The last time I checked, Yode1s 
weren't very good for you, but 
people eat them anyway, regardless 
of the fact they prom te tooth de-
cay, they are about 3,000 calories 
each, and can make you break oul. 
I mean, seriously, how many of us 
would eat things that were good for 
us because the way they tasted? 
If people want to eat runny eggs, 
that's their choice. They may be 
harmful, and now illegal, but people 
enjoy the m. A nd I 've al ways 
thought you should give the public 
what they want. 
This is j ust a small sampling of 
what th is column wil1 be about. It 
will run bi-weeldy, and the topics 
will vary , usually whatever is both-
ering me that week-guys, shopping, 
things at Bryant, a senseless trade, 
or an interesting experience I had-
who knows. You'lljustha e to read 
and find out "The Real Scoop," 
Don't rv The 
nviron ent, 
LEI 
Db! My MRI! 
I' ve been Lbink- probab ly he a rd 
ing a lo t about Off th C ff them from the 
health care lately, e U maintenance man. 
mostly because I Mark Plihcik My fa ther told me 
think the plans pre- Archway Staff Writer a story which he 
sen ted by all the s wears is com -
democratic candi-___ ________ plelc ly true about 
dates for president areabout as use- the time a janitor at a hospital was 
ful as week old donuts. Less - at uffing the floor with one of those 
least you can bean a democratic big industrial strength buffers - the 
candidate off the head with a week kind that janitors drag race up and 
old donut. down the hosp ital halls at night -
My concern over the state of our when the MRI machine in the room 
health care system began about two next door was turned on. The buffer 
weeks ago when I went to see an was picked up off the floor and 
orthopedic surgeon about a prob- dragged rigJu through the wall and 
lem I had with my knee. The prob- into the core of the magnet. 
lem, I thought was, that it (my knee) The technician asked me if! was 
hurt But, the doctor informed me, it nervous. Ho, ho, me nervous? About 
might just be that it wasn't my knee being put in a machine that could 
that hurt. No, he thought it was the drag a stealth bomber out of the 
inside of my knee that hurt. So, to sky? No, why should I be nervous? 
make sure of this. he sent me to the Because of the powerful mag-
hospital for an MRl, which is medi- netic forces involved, the hospital, 
cal lingo for "give us all of your as a SafeLy Precaution (medical 
money, righl now. In small bills." lingo for "give us your credit cards, 
What happened in this procedure too.") had lo do a pre-MRI screen-
was a "highly qualified technician" ing of my head to make sure that 
(the kind that can Gel Their De- there ere no metal objects such as 
grees in Only 18 Months from The ice picks or row bar protruding 
Institute for Medical Techni- [rom my brain. 
cians and Auto Body Repair) put A nurse told me that the scan 
me in this long lube which is essen- showed no metal objects, which is 
tra lly the core of a giant magnet. relief because could you imagine 
This, he assured me, was a periectly having an ice pick embedded in 
safe pro edure and no major can- your brain all these years and not 
eers were ever discovered in labo- even know about it? Anyway, th 
rat ry animals that were used to test nurse told me to "wait here" for 
this procedure. Of eow-se he told another hospital empioyee to take 
me this from a completely differenl me back LO the waiting room. Why 
room. couldn't I just wail there? I was in a 
NOlknowing much about th pro- room, and I was waiting. But it 
ceclw-e, I did a liLUe research about seems that there are these hospital 
it My research mainly consisted of employees whose entire job is to 
me listening to stories my father lead people to and from waiting 
had heard from another doctor who conHnufKI, Mill, page 10 
GET INVOLVED IN 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
CHAIR posmONSAVAILABLE 
*Computer 
*Task Force 
*Olympic Town 
*Athletics 
*Program 
*Fundraising 
*Registration 
*Awards 
*Medical 
*Softball 
*Entertainment 
*Photography 
*Volunteers 
*Ceremonies 
*Family 
*Field Operations 
~inage 
*Demonstration 
*Games Evaluations 
*Hospitality 
*Publicity *Communication 
*Refreshments / Cookout 
Pick-up Applications At: Senate Office, Info Desk, Library 
Deadline for Applications: Tuesday, January 28 
Submit Applications at the Senate Office 
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As assinalion Fi m Rej ve ales Co Ir versv 
tone exposes new generation to the controversy of Nov. 22, 1963 
Michael J. Boyd 
Archway Staff Writer 
Director Oliver Stone has, in his 
three hour plus political statement 
movie, accomplished what an en-
tire cottage industry of conspiracy 
theorists have been trying to do for 
thirty years. He has rejuvenated an 
intense national debate over who 
killed President John F. Kennedy 
and what role, if any, the U.S. Gov-
ernment played in the assassina-
tion. 
The movie "1FK"postulates gov-
emmentagellCies, primarily the FBI, 
CIA, the Pentagon, and members of 
the military-industrial c mplex, 
conspired 10 kill Kennedy to enable 
Lyndon Johnson to ascend to the 
presidency and continue U.S. in-
volvement in the growing conflict 
in Vietnam. 
SlOne uses a variety of techniques. 
from actual footage of the assassi-
nation to scenes photographed 10 
appear as if they were shot at the 
time, to deliver his conspiracy 
r.heory. His v~on suggests that 
evidence has been suppressed by 
the government, tampered with by 
those involved in the conspiracy, 
and misinterpreted and covered-up 
by the Warren Commission, the gov-
emmenlagency which investigated 
the assassination. 
The mOVie, into its fIfth week 
with over $40 million in receipts, 
has drawn an audience from both 
sides of the generation gap. A new 
yOWlger generation has been intro-
ducedanddrawn to the controversy. 
For the previous generation, it has 
revived manyunansweredgoestions 
aboul Kennedy's death that have 
been lefl unanswered for three de-
cades. 
The assassination conspiracy it-
self has not been the only source of 
controversy sunounding the film. 
Several historians and some po. 
Iitical figures have denounced 
Slone's work as Illi.x:ture of fact and 
fantasy as he spins his version of the 
conspiracy against Kennedy. The 
mixnrrecauses theconcem the new, 
younger generation may take the 
movie as completely factual, thus 
distorting their view of the events. 
Fonner Texas Governor John 
Connally, who sat in front of 
Kennedy and was wounded in the 
assassination, bas S31d publicly that 
Stone did "a great disservice 10 this 
country" with the film. 
Stone ha~ responded. to his critics 
by challenging them to investigate 
the film and destroy the "myth" 
Oswald acted aJone. However, be 
does admit the rum is not entirely 
fsernal. 
"1 have always said this film.is a 
hypothesis," Stone told several re-
porters while in Washington lasL 
week. "It's a combination of facts. 
as far as we know them, and specu-
lation." 
Recent polls, including those by 
the Gallup Organization earlier this 
month, have shown the vast major-
ity of Americans have always be-
lieved that OswaJd did notactalone. 
The irony of the entire contro-
versy over"JFK" is the unanswered 
questions of the mystery can, in all 
likelihood, never be answered. Over 
the past thirty years, leads have 
dried up, witnesses have died, and 
questions regarding evidence still 
remain. The last official inquiry into 
the assassination ended in 1979 
when the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations concluded it was 
probable a second gunman had fired 
at President Kennedy, apparently 
missing. 
Here is a look into the key poines 
Stone makes in his movie and the 
most accepted factual accounts of 
them: 
The Scene in Dallas: 
Witnesses claimed to have 
beard more than three shots. 
InStone'sfJlm, witnesses are seen 
being interrogated by federal agents 
who tell the wilnesses they are mis-
taken or wrong; saying there were 
only three shots. 
The House Select Committee on 
Assassinations concluded in 1979 
that it was 95-percent probable a 
total of four shots had been flred at 
the president Their n w evidence 
was a tape from a-policemolOrcycle 
in the motorcade. Themicrophone' s 
button had stuck in the transmit 
position and the tape provides con-
tinuous audio record of the event 
Scientific analysis of this tape. 
primarily done through compari-
son of the tape with a recording of 
acl1Jal rifle shots in Dallas, deter-
mined lhal alleasl four, and possi· 
bly up to eight, shots had been fired 
at the presidenL 
One bullet, dubbed the "magic 
bullet," could not ~ibly have 
caused the wounds to Kennedy 
and ConnaDy because of their 
position. and still remain almost 
fully intact. 
Actor Kevin Costner, playing 
New Orleans Distr'i.clAttomey Jim 
Garrison. describes in court in al-
most comical fashion, the magical 
flight the bullet would have lO take 
to do all of the damage It is alleged 
to have done. The Oight of the bul-
leL, including two mid-air changes 
in direction and a slight pause, are 
so ridiculous that Costner asserts 
that there must have been separate 
shots, and thos. two gunmen. 
The Warren Commission and the 
House Select Committee on Assas-
sinations both concluded the single 
bullet, known as Commiuceexhibit 
399, caused the wounds to both 
Kennedy and Connally. According 
to experts co ultedby the commlt-
tee, a bullet could ha e penetrated 
the two men with little distortion. 
Most conspiracy theorists argue 
the ludicrous "magic bullet" theory. 
Mark Lane, whose book Rush to 
J udgeme1l1 was a number One best-
seller in 1966, notes Mrs. Connally ' S 
testimony to the Warren Commis-
sion as a key flaw in the "magic 
bullet" theory. 
Mrs. Connally stated she, while 
sitting next to her husband, heard 
the first guns hoI., turned towards 
the president and see him reach for 
his throat, turned back towards her 
husband as he cried "Oh, no, no, 
no," heard a second shot, and then 
saw her husband collapse "like a 
wounded animal ."Thecommission 
concluded the governor did not ini-
tially realize he was wounded in the 
chest, wrist, and thigh and suffered 
from a delayed reaction. 
Additional conspiracy theorists 
note the Warren Commission testi-
mony ofFB1 ballistics expens who 
found "00 trace of blOOd or tissue" 
on the bullet. Their inspection also 
concluded that only l/l80th of an 
ounce of metal was missing from 
the base of the bullet. Since metal 
fragments were found in Connally's 
wrist and thigh, theorists believe 
the buller was planted. 
A bullet, fued through the wrist 
of a cadaver, is used by theorists to 
prove the "magic bullet" could not 
have done all of the damage to the 
two men, including the wrist wound 
to Connally. 
Local thoorist Edgar Tatro, who 
annually visited Bryant to lecture 
n his fmdings from 1983 through 
1990, provides a humorous account 
of the theory, which he dubs the 
uw'tgic bull-shit theory." He de-
scribes how the "magic bullet" does 
"everything else" to Kennedy and 
ConnaDy while remaining fully in-
tact 
Men on the Grassy Knoll in Dal-
las pretended to be Secret Service 
agents and were part of the plot to 
kill Kennedy. 
In Sl ne's version, men with fake 
credenlials were hiding behind a 
wooden fence on the grassy knolL. 
These mel) fired the fatal shots at 
President Kennedy and were not 
detected because of they pretended 
to be Secret Service agents. 
According to Secret Service 
records, no agents were assigned to 
the grassy knoll area. A Dallm; po-
liceman reponed speaking With 
Secret Service agents in the area 
just after the hooting. Military in-
telligenceagents were allegedly also 
in the area. However, the Depart-
ment of Defense has no record of 
any such assignments. 
A photo of Oswald holding a rifle 
and gun is a dOClOred and fake pic-
ture. 
Oswald's bead is cul (rom an 
existing photo and carefully and 
artistically placed over a photo of 
another man with a gun. SlOne pro-
vides an occasional glimpse or an 
un identIfied person crealing the 
doctored photo in a darkroom. 
FBI photographic experts have 
mate hed the photo's negati ve to the 
camera allegedly used to t.aIce it. 
They an the H use Committee 
have concluded the photo is genu-
in . 
Oswald could not have fired the 
shots, hid the rifle, and run down 
four flights of stairs to an employee 
break room where police found him 
in only 90 seconds. 
Dallas police entered the build-
ing immediately. Officer M.L. 
Baker found Oswald about 90 sec-
onds after the shooting stopped in a 
second floor break: room, breathing 
nonnally, drinking a Coke. 
In Stone's version, COSlner de-
scribes bow impossibleil would be 
for Oswald to nm down four flights 
of stairs, past two employees in the 
stairwell who did not see him, into 
the break room and stan drinking a 
Coke before being found. 
FBI agents recreated the moves 
of both Baker and Oswald. They 
concluded that it could have been 
done, although the time span was 
longer. 
The Autopsy: 
President Kennedy 's brain is 
mlssmg. 
Stone points out that ennedy's 
brain i has been missing since 1965. 
(I t was reported in the New York 
Times approximately 20 years ago.) 
The brain tissue, removed during 
an autopsy, could be analyzed to 
conllnued. JFK, pogti 8 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~----------------------------------------~ ~ The Magic Bullet: Commission Exhibit 399 (I.) , found on a 
Dallas stretCher, which allegedly caused wounds to 
President Kennedy and Texas Govemor Connally. 
Commission Exhibit 856 (r.) was fired through the wrist of a 
cadaver for comparison. One of Connally's wounds was a 
shattered wrist. 
Interested in an MBA or MST? 
The Bryant College Graduate 
School staff invites you to an 
information session on Bryant's 
full- and part-time programs. 
3:30 Thursday, January 30 
MRC Lecture Hall 
TIlE ARCHWAY 
W 're working smarter, . So you don't have co ork har er. 
For us, it me ns an ongoing 
relati nship with u ators an 
pro£ ss r5, striving to understand 
what's needed to help them make 
math cone pt corne allv . 
It 1cans cont'nually orki g 
w' h tudent li e u, di overing 
fir t hand what ou e pect from the 
cal ulator you select. 
TIle result ? Calculators that 
are hlghly recommended y your 
teacher and peers, Calculators that 
are perfectly matched ro your major 
and your course lork. 
The TI-81 is a perfect example. 
It offer th e most com prehensive 
ea -to-use graphing features av U-
able with exten ive programming 
capabilities. 
And there are others. Like th 
11-68, n ad anced scientifi that 
solv sup t fiv imultaneous equa-
tions, perform omplex numbers 
and offers formula programming. 
The TI-36X OLAR, a general 
p rp w r khorse pow red by 
Al"JYLlTETM solar cells s you 
n v r need batteries. 
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The BA II PLUS~ For business 
students, this is the ne t get. It 
handles time-value~f-money an d 
offers cash flow anal ysis for internal 
rate of return (IRR) and net present 
value PV). Plus a whole lot more. 
a matter what your major, no 
matter wh t the course, there's a 
11 scientific or business calculator 
that's right for you. Do the smart 
thing: make one of them a part 
of your professional personality 
now, and for the years to come. 
You'll be on your v,ray to working 
marter. mstead of harder. 
Try the entire line ofTI scientific 
and bu int: - calculator at your 
1 al Tl retailer. 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
-
r 
--~------- -- -
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When a Parent Dies .. . 
The death of a parent is a particularly painful loss. 
When you have lost a parent, and are struggling with 
your feel ings alone, meeting with others who are 
dealing with a similar loss is often helpful. 
If you are interested in joining a support group of 
students who have a deceased parent(s), orwould like 
more information, contact Rosanne Dana, Bryant Col-
lege Counseling Services, 2nd Floor, Unistructure, at 
232-6045. 
SOPHOMORES! The career development 
course offered by Career Service still has open-
ings. The class meetson Tuesdays from 9:30am 
to 1 0:55am for six weeks. If you are not sure what 
career to choose, then this course is for you. 
Please contact Career Services to register. 
JFK, continued from page 6 
Kevin Costner as Attorney Jim Garrison in the Movie 
"JFK." The "magic bullet" diagram can be seen in the 
background. 
determine !he path of the bullets 
striking Kennedy's head. . 
This fact is nrirely true. 
The autopsy was conducted by 
the military and tbey substituted 
false resuJts. 
The autopsy was perfonned at 
Bethesda Naval Ho pita! in Be-
thesda, MD under the supervision 
of one Anny and two Navy doctors. 
Independent forensic pathologists 
have verified their findings. Photo-
graph ic experts have delennined the 
autopsy photos and x-rays are au-
thentic. 
One theory supponed by many 
conspiracy theorists is that 
Kennedy's body was altered before 
the autopsy. 
In his book, Best Evidence, David 
Lifton finds evidence in the autopsy 
report that indicates a conspiracy may 
have included altering the body so 
the autopsy would show only shots 
striking th president from the rear. 
Lifton bases his conclusions on ref-
erences to obvious "surgery of the 
head area" an "sectionalizing of the 
brain" asTlote in the autopsy report 
FBI agents present at the autopsy 
also noted these comments in their 
report. No ~'UTgery was perfonned on 
President Kermedy in Dallas. 
In addition ,Lifton interviewssev-
eral people who were present at the 
autopsy. They all noted the autopsy 
began nearly one hour before it "ofc 
ficially" began. One -ray techni-
cianremarkedhe was returning with 
developed x-rays at the time the 
president's body allegedly arrived. 
Kenned 's body arrived at Bethesda 
in a plain Shipping casket, not the 
ornamental one he left Dallas in. 
The theorists conclude that some 
group obtained pos ession of 
Kennedy' body and altered it to 
cover up a conspiracy. Debate on 
the issue continues. 
The Trial: 
Jim Garrison was stopped from 
obtaining evidence by the gov-
ernmenJ that sbows a military· 
industrial complex conspiracy. 
Garrison's case never mentioned 
the role of the military-industrial 
complex. His case claimed a con-
spiracy of homosexuals and anti-
Castro Cubans who plolted to kill 
Kennedy. Many charge that his case 
lacked ubstance and direction. 
"His witnesses were virtually 
laughed oulof court," notesarecent 
New York Newsday article on the 
case. 
"If s as if Stone boughl Garrison's 
book [on his case against Clay Shaw] 
but never read it," remarked Mort 
Saul on cable 's The Monitor Spe-
cial. 
Garr ison may have lost his case 
bol gave other theorists credibil-
ity. 
As G. Robert Blakely, counsel 
f r the House Select Commiltec, 
said at the time of the report: 
·'Garrison . .. would do their cause 
irreparable bann. He would fail to 
prove a plot in a load and outlandish 
fashion, and even if there was a 
bona fine evidence in this array of 
charges, he stigmatized it by his 
conduct. . . In short, the Garrison case 
was a fraud." 
Open Houses of the Bryant College Graduate School 
on February 5 and 6 
4:30-6:30 in Gulski Din ing Room 
and at the Turks Head Club 
on Westminster Street in downtown Providence 
For more information on the Bryant Graduate School "open houses" 
or either graduate degree program, call 401-232-6230 
Come to Ski Club Meetings every Wednesday night 
tr" .... :q,_Jl • in the Papitto Ditlin$ Room in th.e Bryant Center 
TRIP DATES: 
MoaULS 
d By 
Bryant 
Skt Club 
TRIP INCLUDES: 
;;; Roundtrip airfare to Denver from most cities 
* 7 nights condominium accommodations 
* 5 day lift ti cket 
* Roundmp transfers from Denver 
to Steamboat 
>.: Complet schedule of special activities 
* Oo-location staff to assist you 
.ttl .nd tuff rO IUS , Inc. * AU taxes an d gratuities 
WHAT: 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
General Information Meeting 
'lb.unday, February 13, 1992 
Unistrocture - GuJsJd Dining Room 
4:00 p.m. TIME: 
START HERE! Discover and ~lore the opportunities 
offered from Off Campus Study 
We look forward to seeing you! 
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SPRING BREAK '92 
JAMAICA FROM $439 
CANCUN FROM $429 
FLORIDA FROM $119 
TRAVEL FREE! ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP. FOR INFO 
AND RESERVATIONS CALL STS 1-800-648-4849. 
Earn $10.50/hr. Pan-Time/flexible hours in sales. (SMITHFIELD 
AREA) Call: 4.01 -408-5558. 
Happy Birthday Heather and Sue!! Get psyched for another great 
semester! Love, Leese. 
W ANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!! ! SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 
includes roundtrip air, 7 nighls hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a small group. Earn free 
trip. I(SOO)BEACH IT. 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA. Information on semester, year, graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Penh, Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs stan at $3520. Call1-800-S78-3696. 
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE! DO IT RIGHT! SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA, 
BAHAMAS, C NCUN,MARGARITAFROM $369!! HOTEL,AIR,TRANSFERS,PARTIES! ORGA-
NIZE GROUP TRAVEL FREE! SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710. 
ou've Just een Oeared 
For Take Off 
You can get a lot more out of life when 
you set your sights a little 
higher. Which 
is what applying 
for the American Express 
Card is all about. When you get the 
Card, its easier to do the things you want 
to do. And with the student savings that 
come along with it, you can do even more. 
Fly roundtrip on Continental 
for less than $100 each way. 
Student Card members receive four travel 
certificates. They can be used to fly any-
where Continental Airlines flies in the 
48 contiguous United States. Two for the 
school year, and two for the summer.* 
Depending on where you fly, each 
school year travel certifi-
cate is good for 
$129 or $189 round-
trip-and each summer travel 
the Card will say a lot about you. For one 
thing it says you have a handle on what you 
spend, so you don't have to carryover a bal-
ance. It also says you're smart enough not to 
pay interest charges that can really add up. 
So take a few minutes certificate is good for $149 or 
$199 roundtrip. Airfare examples now to call (have based on destination. b k dd 
S · th t d Your School your an a ress avmgs a upgra e Roundtrip. YearF .. e and account number 
your lifestyle. New York-Los Angeles $$118299 ready), and apply 
d C d b Boston-Odando As a stu ent ar mem er you San Francisco-Denver $129 for the American 
get more than great travel sav- . Express Card. 
ings. You also save money on everything With all that the Card offers you, not 
from clothing to long distance phone calls. even the sky is the limit. 
All for a $55 annual fee. 
Obviously, savings like these say a lot THE CARD. 
about the value of the Card. And having THE AMERICAN EXPRESS- CARD. 
Get going, call ~800~967~AMEX. 
If you're already 3 Cardmember. there's no need to call. 
·School year ,s considered ~Pt . I-June H. summer June IS-Aug. 31 . Complete terms and conditions o~th.i~ (nvcl offer ,will Jrri~ ~ir:h ,your certificates. 
Continental Airlines alone is responsible (or fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no hablhty for Conunental Anima performance. 
© 1992 American Expre .. Travel Related Services Companl\ Inc. 
• 
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MRI, continued from page 4 
rooms all day. And they are very 
good at it, 1 must admit. Why, she 
found that waiting room for me 
right away, guided solely by her 
keen memory for the layout of the 
hospital floor and the fact that it was 
20 feet away from where I was 
sitting. 
So I fmally had this MRI done, 
and the best thing I can say about it 
is ... well, I actually fell asleep dur-
ing it They wanted me t lie per-
fectly still for 25 minutes, as in not 
move at aU. including to scratch the 
itch on my nose that I had 13 min-
utes into the scan. And this task of 
not moving was so mind bogglingly 
boring - even more boring than Pat 
Buchanan - that I just closed my 
eyes and drifted off. 
So anyway, this experience led 
me to do some serious thinking about 
a national health care system in this 
country. Even Canada bas a na-
tional health care system. There are 
polar bears in northern Canada that 
can afford open heart surgery, yet 
there are 38 million Americans nm-
ning around without health insur-
ance. Doing tbis (running around 
without health insurance) in any of 
the major armpits of the country, 
such as Newark, NJ js Iilc:e just 
asking 10 get yourself run over, 
knifed, shot, maimed, or hit with a 
metal pipe. So I've come up with a 
three pronged plan to start a na-
tional health care system in this 
ountry. 
Prong one would legally allow 
you to shoot door-lo-door insur-
ance salesmen that try 10 sell you a 
$500,000 policy at 8:00 p.m. when 
you are obviously right in the middle 
f a particularly grippingepisodeof 
The SimpsoTlS, such as the one when 
Lisa won an essay contest and went 
to Washington, D.C. to compete in 
the fmals only to learn that the 
American political system is noth-
ing mor than a corrupt, two faced 
lie where the only people that ben-
efit are the actual politicians, and 
occasionally theirsecretaries. Thank 
God it' s onJy television. 
My poin! with this prong is that 
the insurance industry is Slumping 
right now, as evidenced by the fact 
that it has resorted 10 using T.V. 
commercials starring people sucb 
as Ed McMahon to sell term life 
insurance policies to moose in Or-
egon. The problem with health care 
insurance is that 100 many people 
have 100 much insurance and there-
fore thereisn 'tenough 10 go around, 
and if we all get together and make 
a conc rted effort against this kind 
of madness, we can all get insur-
ance. Plus, I hate door -to-door sales-
men. 
The second prong will take care 
of doctors who order unnecessary 
tests. These are \lIe doctors which 
insist that what you think is wrong 
with you isn't what's wrong with 
you, ,ev,en after tests show that you 
are right. For example, if you went 
to see one of these doctors with a 
hatchet embedded in yonr chest., 
you would tell him that you feel 
very stroogiy that the root of your 
medical problems at !his time in-
volved the fact that you had a hatchet 
sticking out of your chest. What the 
doctor would do is order "a few 
tests" where they would x-ray ev-
ery part of your body except your 
aClUal chest. until the doctor deter-
mined that es indeed, there was a 
hatchet sticking out of your chest. 
and that it was probably me causeof 
aU that blood on the floor. Then he 
would remove your gall bladder. 
So WIder my pIan. you would be 
able to legally Sluff the doctor 's 
entire supply of lOngue depressors 
down his throat, then beat him over 
the head with his triangular rubber 
bammer until he removed the 
hatchet and paid you for diagnosing 
your injury. 
The third prong of my plan is to 
invade Canada and annex their 
health care system to me United 
States. I mean I don't know about 
you. but I don't have time to sit 
down and plan a health caresysrem. 
And then try ID get it through Con-
gress? Good luck! But we bave this 
perfectly good system just to the 
nOTth of us , so, by God, why 
shouldn't we just go and get it? 
1 tJlink my plan will work. The 
only problem I foresee is that the 
polar bears might rebel. 
Week of: 1/24-1 /30 NU 
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BR~CH 
HOT CEREAl.: HOT CEREAL' HOT CEREAl.: 
HARD COOKED EGGS HARD COOKED EGGS HARD COOKED EGGS 
EGGS TO ORDER EGGS TO ORDER EGGS TO ORDER 
TOMATO & CHEESE OMELET PANCAKES FRENCH TOAST 
HASH BROWNS SAUSAGE SAUSAGE UNKS 
PINEAPPLE FRITTERS OMELET PATIY MB..T 
DONUTS HOME FAlES STUFFED PEPPERS' 
BAGELS' DONUTS CHICKEN PATIY 
FRESH FRUfT' BAGELS DELI'/GRILL 
COFFEE CAKE FRESH FRUIT' SAlAD BAR' 
BLLEBERRY COFFEE CAKE POTATO PlFFS 
Alpha Phi 
by DeaTlJUl Po/izzo 
and Tara McLean 
Wei orne Back !!! !!!! Hope ev-
eryone had a great break. It's great 
to see all your smiling faces. The 
iSlers can't wai t for all the wonder-
fuJ things we've got planned for thls 
semester. Thanks goes out to J2 for 
hosting the real food last night-
hope everyone enjoyed! Don' l for-
get about the pizza and .... Friday 
afternoon! To all the new sisters 
Gel psyched for next week. It will 
truly be a memorable experience. 
Also .. . Happy belated birthday to 
Linda and Laurie. Thanks to Beta 
for Monday night. To all the frater-
nity pledges good luck! It's defi-
nirely worth it. See everyone Fri-
day- have a great weekend!! !! 
The Archway 
Kelly A. Cartwright 
Archway Staff Writer 
The Archway is pleased to an-
noWlce two new members of the 
1992 Editorial Board, 
Rob Radcliff, a sophomore ac-
counting major is assuming the du-
ties of Business Manager. Radcliff. 
who comes from Newark, DE, baS 
worked as an Archway staff wriler 
for the past two semesters. 
After spending the faJl semesrer 
studying abroad in his native United 
Kingdom , Ben Purkiss has relllmed 
to Bryanl. He will resume the du-
ties of Arts and EntertainmentEdi-
tor-the position he held for the 
1990-91 academic year. 
BEAe 
by Bob Wallace 
"We are living beyond oW" means. 
As a people we have developed a 
life-style that is draining the earth 
of its priceless and irreplaceable 
resources without regard for the 
MONDAY 
BRUNCH 
HOT CEREAL' 
fUlure of OIU children and people 
all around the world.," 
-Margaret Mead 
Welcome Back and Happy New 
Year! Throughout the spring se-
mester we will be planning our huge 
Earth Day celebration. The week 
will tentatively inclndea nationally 
recognized ecologist, a campus wide 
barbecue, visits from several envi-
ronmental groups and a major so-
cial event with live entertainment! 
B b Wallace, head of Earth Week 
will be working and planning with 
the Spring Weekend Committee. 
His involvement will lessen the 
conflict between the two events, as 
well as getBEACinvolved in Spring 
Weekend. 
We will continue with our recy-
cling efforts and our newsletter. 
Copies of the newsletter are still 
available at the info desk. We also 
plan to visit local grammar schools 
to teach the kids more abont what 
they can do to help the environ-
ment. 
New members are needed and 
welcome to our meetings. U you 
have any questions, write to BEAC 
Box 5. Please join the Bryant Envi-
ronmental Action Club in creating a 
better, cleaner orld for tomorrow. 
Together we can all MAKE A OW-
FERENCE. Our flfSt meeting of 
the seme ter is thi TuesdaY,lanu-
ary 28th at 6:00 in the Donn 16 
lobby. 
Delta Chi 
by Jim Darroch 
The fonner authorofthisillustri-
ouscolumnhaslefl us. Much lothe 
dismay of many Bryant professors, 
Todd Balcolm graduated last De-
cember, restoring peace to 
townhouse A8. Folf on Dupin! 
Three D-Chi teams will be com-
peting in playoff games this week. 
AfLerintensive beach training, "W" 
is hungry for its first vollleyball 
championship. B hockey is prime 
for action. And A hockey wel-
comed the return of Skidder, who 
missed all of last semester in order 
to tryout for the Olympics. Team 
USA's loss is our gain. 
WEEK 
To top it all off, pledging gets 
under way tomorrow after the Ro-
tunda kickoff. We're all psyched 10 
get the Gamma class started and are 
sure they'll be the best class yet. 
Best ofluck to them and all pledges. 
In onelusion, the brothers of 
Delta Chi cordially welcome ev-
eryone back to campus. Hope you 
all enjoyseeingWashington thrash 
Buffalo this Sunday. And bet the 
moter lode on Budlight in BudBowl 
IV. Bye for now. 
RHA 
by Julie Holt 
Welcome Back! Now is the time 
to GET INVOL VEn!! Join the 
Residence Hall Association. There 
will be a general meeting Wednes-
day, January 29 at 7pm in Room 1 
of the Bryanl Center. All are wel-
come. Come belp us plan for the 
annual spring semi-fonnal. 
Tau Epsilon Phi 
by David Delesdernier 
Winter break has come and gone 
and some of us are still trying 10 
explain our grades 10 our parents. 
Th,e few of us that slayed on campus 
over break for winrer session had a 
pretty good time. Hogg rand B.K. 
are now practicing all of the new 
things they learned in their class. 
The whole floor is gearing up for 
the big Friday afternoon kick off. 
Until then we have Wed. night with 
Phi Sig, and Thurs. night with the 
pledges. 
For sports, the volleyball cham-
pionships are coming up and the 
team is gearing up for the victory. 
The basketball season is also on its 
way and TEP A and B are ready. 
As for currenlevents , we thought 
that we would have contact with life 
on otherplanets before thi day, but 
Paul finally did graduate! Con-
gratulations Paul, we all knew you 
could do it. Well, that's about all 
for this week:. Tune in next week as 
the pledges enter week 11 
·Treat Yourself 
Right 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST 
HOT CEREAL' HOT CEREAL' HOT CEREAL' 
HARD COOKED EGGS HARD COOKED EGGS HARD COOKED EGGS HARD COOKED EGGS 
EGGS TO ORDER EGGS TO ORDER EGGS TO ORDER EGGS TO ORDER 
BLUEBERRY PANCAKES COUNTRY STYLE EGGS CHEESE OMELET BACON OMELET 
BACON PANCAKES HOME FRIES POTATO PUFFS 
PATIYMB..T HASH BROWNS APPLE FRITTERS FRENCH TOAST 
MUSHROOM OMELET BAGELS' DONUTS DONUTS 
HAM & CHEESE SUB' DONLIrS BAGELS' SAGa s' 
DELI'/GRILL CINNAMON ROLLS FRESH FRurr- FRESH FRUITS 
SAlAD BAR' FRESH FRUfT' MUFRNS SYvffT ROLLS 
CHICKEN VEGETABLE 
LUNCH ITALIAN VEGETABLES' soup' LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH 
CHILI LUNCH HASH BROWNS VEGETABLE MEDLEY CHILI CHILI CHILI 
BEEF NOODLE SOUP' CHIU BEEF BARLEY SOUP' HOME FRIES CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP' CREAM OF BROCCOU CHICKEN VEGETABLE 
B8Q BEEF SANDWICH' CLAM CHOWDER GRAPENUT PUDDING CHILI SHEPHERD'S PIE BUFFAl..O CHICKEN WINGS FRENCH BREAD PIZZA 
CHINESE CHCKEN WINGS CLAM CAKES CHILI FRUT COCKT AlL VEGETABlE FRIED RICE' HOT IT ALlAN GRINDER BEEF & PEPPERS' 
VEGETABLE QUICHE DILL CHICKEN PITA' FRESH FRUfT' PEANLIr BLIrTER CAKE GRILLED HAM & CHEESE L1NGUINI PRIMAVERA' ITALIAN VEGETABLES 
ANDANAVlAN VEGETABLES', RIGATONVMARINARA' DONUTS SUCED PEACHES CAULIFLOWER' ROAST POTATO· RICE PILAF' 
BROCCOI.J CUTS' ORIENTAl.. LEGETABLES' BAGELS FRESH FRUfT' GINGERED VEGETABLES' BRUSSEL SPROUTS' SPINACH' 
RISI BlSI' PEAS & MUSHROOMS' DONUTS' DELI'/GRILL DEU'/GRILL DELI'/GRILL 
DELI'/GRILL FRENCH FRIES DINNER SAlAD BAR' SAlAD BAR' SAlAD BAR' 
SAlAD BAR' DEU'/GRILL VEGETABLE EGG ROLL DINNER VANILLA CREAM SQUARES APPLE CAKE BOSTON CREAM CAKE 
BANANA CREAM SQUARES SALAD BAR' PORK NOODLE CASSEROLE ROAST PORK' FRESH FRUIT' FRESH FRUIT' FRESH FRUIT' 
FRESH FRUfT' CAPROT CAKE CHICKEN HAWAIIAN BAKE N' BROIL FISH' 
FRESH FRUIT' DELI'/GRILL TACO BAR' DINNER DINNER DINNER 
DINNER SALAD BAR' DB..I'/GRILL BEEF BURGUNDY' BBQ CHICKEN' SEAFOOD NUGGETS 
BEEF STROGANOFF· DINNER RICE PILAF' SALAD BAR' CHICKEN CUTLET PORK LO MBN' PASTA BAR· 
VEAL PARMESEJtN BAKED RSH ITALIAN' GLAZED CARROTS' LYONNAlSE POTATO' WRKEY MANDARIN STlR BROCCOLI CAULIFLOWER ROAST TURKEY' 
RSH snCKS ROAST BEEF' MIXED VEGETAEl.ES· PEAS' FRY' CASSEROLE' BREAD DRESSNG 
DELI'/GRILL GRIll.£D AUEBEN BLUEBERRY PIE OClUARES SPINACH' SQUASH MEDLEY' DELI '/GRILL DELI 'GRILL 
SAlAD BAR' oeu'/GRILL FRESH FRUIT· CHEESE CAKE GREEN BEAN CASSEROLE' SALAD EAR" SALAD BAR' 
BLJITERED NOODlES' SALAD BAR' ITAI..lAN BREAD' FRESH fRUIT' STEAMED AICE O'BRIEN POTATOES' BROCCOLI CUTS' 
CORN' BAKED POTATO' DINNER ROLLS' SAL.AO BAR' BUTTEANLIr SQUASH' CORN' 
SLICED CARROTS' PEAS & CARROTS' DELI '/GRILL SLICED CARROTS' '/v'HIPPED POTATO' 
N.Y. FUOOE CAKE 8R0CC0U' BANANA CAKE CHERRY COBBLER YELLOWCAKE 
FRESH FRUIT JaLYROLL FRESH FRUIT' FRESHFRUIr FRESH FRUIT' 
PMKER~E ROI.I..S' FRESH FRUIT' ITAI..lAN BREAD' WHEAT ROLLS' ITALIAN 8AEAD' 
PUMPKIN 8FIfAD 
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I KNOW 1&.5 Noue 
OF M~ 8L)S(NeSS III 
by MlktI Ptlilll'S 
WE'RE ~CK!!! 
Every Thursday Night . . . Hop on the 
ryant Col/ege Party rain ! 
A free ride from 
Bryant to STIX 
18 & up welcome 
Great specials all night! 
Trol ey picks up every 1/2 hour beginning at 9pm 
1195 Douglas Avenue, North Providence • Telephone: 353-0880. 10 minutes from Bryant College 
-
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Two I ryanl's Besl Make The 00 s With 1 ,ODD! 
Simmons and Grinnell Become Part of History 
'-~----~'-~~~r--------------------------, 
Angelo COffadino 
Archway Staff Writer 
C,J. Simmons and 
Holly G rinneU both made 
Bryant history by adding 
their names to the record 
books over the winter 
break. 
Simmons became the 
newest member of 
Bryant's elite men's bas-
ketball club on December 
12 agamstRIC becoming 
!he 20!h member of the 
1,000 Point Club. 
"r feel it is an honor," 
Simmons said . "I couldn't 
have done it without my 
teammales or coaches." 
He feels they were a big 
part of rus success. 
Simmons entered the 
game needing only nine 
points for his place in the 
record books. 
He scored seven first 
half points, and early in 
and Scott Meyer screening or Glenn 
Tatro and Colin Lawson passing 
the ball to me. They did all the 
points against St. Michael's on 
January 18. 
"J really don't feel different," 
Orinnellsaid. "I mean, it' s 
defulitelyan achievement 
but, a girl I played with in 
high school is already up 
to 2000. I feel good I 
guess." 
Grinnell came into the 
game with 970 career 
points. She then scored the 
33 points needed to put 
her in the Bryant record 
books. 
'The game was close 
andl was focusing on play. 
ing. I really didn't feel i pressure," Grinnell added. ! Thiswasapersonalgoal 
~ forberbut shedidn'tletit 
~ get in her way. She stated, ~ "I go OUllD play." ! Grinnell's other inter-
the second balf, hila three--
pointer to break the bar-
rier. 
/; 
'Q eSlS include cross COUD-
~ tty; she ran on the Bryant ! her sophomore year. She 
~ is also interested in 
~ hockey. 
L----..:...--=C-.J-.-S-im-m-o-n-s--=--....:::.;~ The team. along with 
Coach Mary Burke, have 
been helpful to her. "} think the 
team is playing up to their poten-
tial. Buteverythrng is not going-our 
way," GrinneU id. 
'1 didn't feel any pressure. 1 go 
oUlthere and play to win, it was just 
another game to me." 
Once the shot went in, Simmons 
receivedastandingovationandplay 
was Slapped. 
Coach Ed Reilly then presented 
Simmons with the game ball . 
"1 guess I Icnew when it hap-
pened," Simmons said about the 
SbOL "My teammates told me I 
needed nine points. II was in the 
back of my mind when I got the ball 
(for the shot)." 
1000 points was never a goal for 
Simmons. Instead he said, "I just go 
out there and play hard, play LO win, 
whatever happens, happens." 
Simmons gave rus teammates a 
greal amount of cred.iL "I couldn'1 
have done it withoul Richie Rose 
work; I had an easy job." 
Basketball is Simmons first love 
and that's all he plays, even in high 
school. 
"1 got interested when I was nrne 
when my dad introduced me to the 
game and he is still behind me." 
Simmon feels Bryant as a team 
IS improving. "] think people are 
getting more confidence as a team. 
When you're doing bad you lose 
some confidence. this win should 
help us to regam some momen-
tum." 
Simmons missed the majority of 
four games over the winter-break 
with a severe ankle injury and has 
increased his point IOtaI [0 1046. 
Grinnell became the eighth mem-
berofthe women's basketball 1.000 
Point Club with a career high 33 
Basketball Teams 
"Mary is doing a greal job~ she 
has changed our whole outlook. I 
think things will tum around for 
us." 
Grinnell has still played a major 
parl in every game and has increased 
her total to 1,011. 
With both team having leaders 
like th lW , Lbey are boun to 
have success as a team. They ar 
role models for the other players 
and they play fOT the team, nol 
personal benefit 
Playi ng their best, and their hard-
est, has gOlten th.em this achieve-
ment, and they set examples Cor the 
rest of the players to follow. 
ing 10 
Men Continue Poor Play During Break 
Angelo Corradino 
Archway Staff Writer 
While the bulk of the Bryant stu-
dent body was home enjoying their 
winter break, the men's basketball 
team continued play, dropping ID 1-
13. 
'We're slnIggling to get some 
wins," coach Ed Reilly said. "We 
have lost a lot of close games and it 
bas been frustrating." 
The team continued to slide, and 
has been hampered by an injury ID 
their top scorer C.J. Simmons. 
"C." missed the better part of 
four games with a severe ankle in-
jury. We hope he' ll come back and 
help out on offense," coach Ed 
Reilly stated. 
Bryant has improved over the 
break, in some areas. They have 
picked up theic defense, but offense 
has slipped. 
"Our defense has been much bet-
ter since the holiday. But we're 
struggl.ing to score. That has led ID 
our demise," added coach Reilly. 
According ID coach Reilly they 
need improvement in cenain areas. 
The team n eds consistent scoring 
from more players. 
"We basically need enough of-
fense to compliment the de~ nse." 
The team is playing hard and bas 
not loSI their focus. "A couple of 
wins will boost their confidence," 
coach Reilly said. 
Bryant is currently in the thick of 
Conference play. 'W e have been 
competitive but we need to do 
more," coach Reilly added. "We 
have to take advantage of the op-
portunities at the end of the game to 
gel a win, that will come with ex.pe-
rience and more play." 
The Indians have 13 games re-
maininglhis eason and are look-
ing [0 improve. 
"It's frustrating because they've 
worked SO hard and it hasn't payed 
off;" coach Reilly oncluded "I 
would like to see a couple of wins 
as pay back for their time and ef-
fort." 
Bryant was defeated by Assump-
tion 87-56 Tuesday night, drop-
ping their record to 1-14. The team 
will host S l Anselm on Saturday at 
3:30 and AlC Tuesday at 7:30. 
Do you feel the Sport section is mis sing something? 
Could that something be you?? If so, join The 
Archw ay staff as a sports writer. Call the office at 
232-6028 for more information or stop by. We're 
located on the second floor of the MAC. The 
Archway ... the gateway to your world . 
Co·mingo soon to Bryant ..... 
HoUy Grinnell 
This week's athlete of the week is Holly Gnnnell of 
the women's basketball team. Grinnell had 78 points 
and 30 rebounds in three games including 33 agaInst St. 
Michael's on Sarurday (0 put her over the 1,000 point 
mark nd earn her pot in B ant history. 
HoI shots to benifit the American Cancer Society will be held 
Sunday, February 9 , 1992. 
You can take a shot to beat cancet. 
See coach Reali for further details or call ext. 6074. 
ail 
Women S owly Improving 
Angelo COffadino 
Archway SlaffWritf!T 
The women's basketball team 
continued to play while regular 
Bryant students were home for their 
winter break. 
The team played seven games 
over the break, going 4·3, f01 the 
stretch. improving their record to 6-
8. 
Bryant took third in the St. Rose 
holiday tournament in New York. 
They lost to KulZtown in round one, 
and then beat Merrimack in the con-
solation gameJ unior Holly Grinnell 
received all-tourney honors. 
The Lad y Indians have been play-
ing well, but are Iiampered with 
injuries. 
SophomoreJen Corby (fractured 
hand) and Fresh men Anne 
Degenhardt (Achilles tendon), and 
Kristin Berg (possible knee surgery) 
all missed action over the break. 
"We're down to eight[players], 
but those eight have been playing 
wel!," coach M...a.ry Burke said. 
Individuals have received recog-
nition for their play. KeUy Jacob 
and Holly Grinnell were named NE-
10 Players of the week. 
Jacob had 20 boards ~Sl 
Merrimack, one away from the 
school record. 
Grinnell joined the 1000 Point 
Club with 33 againstSl. Michael's 
and was named ECAC player of the 
week for the past two weeks. 
The rest of the team has played 
well, according 10 coach Burke. 
"We played an up-tempo game. 
We're running more, but poor foul 
shooting has hun us." 
Heather Houle and Jen Spencer 
have also helped the team in big 
ways coach Burke said. 
"We have gotten great contribu-
tions from everyone. Everyone 
canle through for us. 1 think we re 
playing well," coach Burke con-
cluded. 
The Lady Indians were defeated 
by Assumption 77-75 Tuesday 
night, dropping their record to 6~9 . 
The team will host Sl Anselm on 
Saturday at 1 :30 and AlC Tuesday 
at 5:30. 
Reminder: Intramural Basketball needs students to referee 
and score. If interested call ext. 8328, 8290, or 6074. 
Superhoops t 
